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1 The guideline for logo application
in print advertisement

In print advertisement, the standard layout is set at the bottom of the page. The logo is located at the bottom right.   Standard red 

or complementary blue can be used as the color block on the left side of the area, depending on specific situation.  The height of the 

area is also flexible, but it should be no less than 1/6 of the overall length of the page.

Size：210X285　　Unit：mm　　Process: four-color printing + spot color red, spot color blue
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自由设计区域

The height of standard layout area must be no less than 1/6 of that of the page, and a safe distance must be left for the logo. 

自由设计区域



2 The guideline for logo 
application in Online Poster

Online Poster Application 

Specifications - 1

In online advertisement, when there is sizable blank space (and enough clear space for the logo), the logo can 

been applied straight away on top left of the page.

Size: 1080*1920　　Unit: px
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自由设计区域

示例When the image area is the largest, the length of the logo

area must be at least 2 times the width. Clear space should 

be kept for the logo in the picture area.
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3 The guideline for logo 
application in Online Poster

Online Poster Application 

Specifications - 2

In online advertisement, the standard layout is set at the bottom of the page. The logo is located at the bottom right.   Standard 

red or complementary blue can be used as the color block on the left side of the area, depending on specific situation. The 

height of the area is also flexible, but it should be no less than 1/6 of the overall length of the page.

Size: 1080*1920　　Unit: px             
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自由设计区域

The height of standard layout area must be no less than 1/6 of that of the page, and clear space must be kept for the logo. 

自由设计区域



4 The guideline for logo 
application in print video

The beginning and end of the video are the dynamic representation of the logo and slogan. These two parts should adopt 

standard documents and must not be changed in any way. The standard format is 16:9. For special format requirements, 

the video ad size should be adjusted according to the ratio.

Size: 640*360　　 Unit: px
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1.The logo should stay for 2 seconds against the black background in the beginning of the video.

2. The corner mark should be white in English, located at the bottom right. 

3. The logo and the slogan should stay for 3 seconds against the black background at the end.

D e c e n t r a l i z e  t h e  W e b
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5 The guideline for logo 
application in Online platform

When used on mobile online platform, the logo should be placed on the top left of the page. The clear space should 

be the same size as the logo. An exception would be if there isn't enough space due to too many navigation 

elements. In case of this, the logo should be aligned on the left with the main text, not restricted by the clear 

space rule.
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6 The guideline for logo 
application in Online platform

Online platform ( Desktop/Tablet), the logo is at the top left of the page. There is a safe distance between the upper and lower 

sides of the logo, and there is a safe distance between the navigation elements on the right.
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区块链      节点      超级代表      通证      市场信息      投票      工具      新闻      帮助

区块链      节点      超级代表      通证      市场信息      投票      工具

示例：非全尺寸平台

示例：全尺寸平台
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7 The guideline for logo 
application in Social platform

 The application part is an extension of the brand image of TRON. Each application is the carrier of brand communication, and 

therefore, each application must exude the temperament and spirit of TRON. To ensure effective dissemination of the corporate 

image, we have standardized each application in the application section.

Clear space should be kept when the logo is used on the online platform.
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